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Abstract
The Currently, along with the advent of the web 2.0 era, due to the continuous expansion of social media service infrastructures, the
shares of conventional public opinion evaluation functions have been gradually shifting from the existing mass media to social media.
This phenomenon is attributable to the two-way communication and convenience unique to social media and social media are now in
charge of an axis of public opinion evaluation standards. In particular, since diverse interests conflict in education polici es and countless
conflicts of opinions occur in the process of setting up policy agendas, in establishing education policies, accurately analyzing reputations among the public, who are the targets of education policies, in order to set up effective policy agendas, is the most i mportant issue.
Therefore, in this study, the resultant values of huge unstructured data on the positive and negative reputations of past policy agendas
related to the mandatory software education that has been organized as a regular curriculum of middle/high schools from 2018 in Korea,
which have been addressed by the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, and the Korea Foundation
for the Advancement of Science and Creativity, felt and judged by the general public on social media such as blogs and Twitter and on
online media including portal news were visualized through opinion mining analysis techniques to derive more effective software education related policy agendas. In addition, based on the foregoing, a Korean style software education system that fits circumstances was
constructed and the system is expected to become an important measure that provides guidelines for setting mid/long-term road maps for
the fostering of creative and convergent talented persons equipped with international competitiveness and software education in Korea.
Keywords: S/W Education Policy, Opinion Mining, Social Media, Unstructured Data

1. Introduction
Recently, following the advent of the web 2.0 era, online media
such as social media services, which have grown rapidly thanks to
the popularization of smartphones and the development of IT
technology, have been becoming a new field of public opinion
evaluation standards. Unlike the existing mass media, social media
can provide information using the Internet networks and above all,
they have the swiftness and far-reaching power in information
transmission thanks to interactive communication. Therefore, they
have been used as an important tool for analysis of reputations
among the public together with Internet news. In addition, since
situations where social issues on social media are changed from
public agendas to policy agendas by the public opinions on online
media constantly occur, public opinions on online media including
social media have become important reference points that can be
no longer overlooked in the setting of policy agendas from the
government’s position [1]. In response to this trend, public institutions in the government are making efforts to communicate oneto-one, not one-to-many, via social media such as blogs and Twitter, and open and share national information assets such as public
data. Therefore, the government should collect information from
online media such as social media and analyze the information to
set up new policy agendas or identify public opinions on particular
policies [2]. Meanwhile, software education that has become mandatory in middle and high schools since 2018 is rising as one of

hot issues in educational policies in South Korea and in relation to
it, many education agendas such as improvement measures against
problems or side effects occurring after software education became mandatory have been derived at symposiums or conferences
where many experts gathered together. Among the problems, the
one that is the most frequently discussed is the hours allocated to
software education and hot brainstorming is continued on the appropriate number of hours of software education out of existing
allocation of hours by subject [3]. In addition, the most indispensable stage before deciding and enforcing education policies is the
formation of education agendas. The appropriateness of the agenda setting is one of the important elements that determine the success or failure of educational policies in the future [4]. Therefore,
for effective derivation of education that sets the direction of education policies, a more scientific and systematic decision making
support system must be equipped without fail. Therefore, for the
derivation of the most effective software education agendas, this
study is intended to make the unstructured data on the trends of
public opinions on the software education policies that have been
enforced by related organizations in the past, that is, in 2014 and
2015, collected from online media including social media and
portal news into big data, analyze the big data through opinion
mining analysis techniques, visualize the resultant values obtained
through the analysis into graphs, apply the numerical data obtained from the graphs to the process of setting up education policy agendas in order to present a model for the derivation of opinion mining based education policy agendas for effective and suc-
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cessful enforcement of current software education policies in Korea [5][6].

2. Related Works
2.1. Opinion Mining Analysis Method
Opinion mining is an analysis technique that distinguishes among
positive, negative and neutral preferences for structured or unstructured texts collected from online media such as social media
and portal news, and is appropriately used for market size forecasting, consumer reaction and word of mouth analyses for particular services and products [7]. This technique extracts vocabulary
information that expresses affirmation or negation and recognizes
sentences composed of opinions about objects to measure positive
and negative words with the sum of patterns including certain
opinion articles based on the sentiment dictionary entered into the
server, and can visualize the resultant values obtained through the
measurement into graphs and extract more meaningful information data from the unstructured data composed of the opinions
of many unspecified users. In this respect, opinion mining can be
called sentiment analysis, and can be interpreted as the broad
sense of text mining, a technique used in natural language processing and computer linguistic analysis [8][9].

2.2. Text Mining Analysis Method
Text mining can extract meaningful information data based on the
natural language processing technology, figure out linkages with
other information data, and obtain more resultant values than normal information retrieval such as finding out the categories of
texts. Document summarization and feature extraction are the core
research fields of text mining and the fields of application of text
mining are quite diverse [10]. Extracting structured information
from documents to make the information into databases or find out
rules from the information is the most common application and
helping finding documents on the user's web, creating and analyzing user profiles, identifying natural languages used in documents,
and classifying and clustering documents in massive databases,
document reanalysis using document classification information,
document summarization, translation, and exploration, market and
risk analysis through the acquisition of time series information,
document indexing, document filtering and recommendation, and
representative keyword and topic extraction can be said to be the
most representative fields of application [11][12].

3. Proposed Method
As part of attempts to derive reputations in and trends of public
opinions regarding software education policies included in writings written on social media or portal news comments based on
unstructured data, the opinion mining analysis process proposed in
this study randomly collects unstructured data including the words
“making software education mandatory”, which are a core keyword in relation to the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of
Science, ICT and Future Planning, and the Korea Foundation for
the Advancement of Science and Creativity from the three items,
blogs, Twitter, and portal news distributed on online media to
classify the polarity of sentiment words according to affirmation
and negation and select sentiment data. The configuration of the
overall system for the development of the sentiment dictionary,
which is one of the important stages of this study, is classified into
three models, a storage server for data collection, storage, and preprocessing, a natural language processing learning model for natural language processing and sentiment word morpheme analysis,
and a sentiment dictionary construction server conversion stage
for opinion extraction.

Fig. 1: Opinion analysis model

3.1. Data Collection
To conduct opinion mining analysis, a sentiment dictionary must
be constructed. In order to improve the accuracy and reliability of
this sentiment dictionary, the collection of unstructured data is
presented as an important element. First, the times and scales of
the collected data should be clear and the larger the quantity of
collected data, the higher the achievable accuracy of the sentiment
dictionary. In this study, in relation to software education, unstructured data during 2014 and 2015 were collected from three types
of online media, that is, blogs, Twitter, and portal news.

3.2. Data Classification
In this study, after setting “making software education mandatory”
as a related core search keyword and setting the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, and the
Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science and Creativity
as related search keywords by part, unstructured data were randomly collected and individual categories were created and classified. Thereafter, the entire classified data were stored in the main
server.

3.3. Data Pre-processing
The data pre-processing process is one of important processes to
select candidates for sentiment words. In this study, no missing
value, outlier, or wrong value, which can appear in numerical data,
exists because pre-processing is conducted based on the collected
unstructured data. However, filtering work was performed to extract word with high weighted values in relevant sentences or important words that can sufficiently become sentiment words. In
addition, although “SentiWordNet” (SWN) can be used to construct sentiment dictionaries in English grammar, SWN has a
shortcoming that its accuracy can be reduced in Korean syntax
because of the grammatical structure. Therefore, to extract meaningful words, filtering was carried out under the following rules.
Table 1: Word Stemming Filter Process
Application of word filtering rules to construct sentiment dictionaries
1. Remove special characters, English, and stop words.
2. Remove meaningless terms and one-character texts.
3. Distinguish the same words in the form of conjunctions to classify the
essence of sentiment words.
4. Distinguish between homonyms and synonyms.
5. In the case of abbreviations and coined words, reflect only those that
have been registered in the Wikipedia and Korean dictionaries.

3.4. Construction of Sentiment Dictionary
The words derived through the preprocessing of meaningful words
are classified into sentiment word candidate groups. In this study,
to improve the accuracy and reliability of the resultant values of
opinion mining analysis, the top 20% of the words selected as the
sentiment word candidate groups were extracted to finally select
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them as sentiment words. Although the data distributed in the
lower groups are composed of the sets of words with high
weighted values or meaningful words, most of them fall under
neutral words and words close to other polarities in cases where
they are tagged as positive, negative, neutral, and other polarities
and polarity classification is carried out. Therefore, the word sets
that are less useful as such were removed in advance. On the other
hand, words that correspond to neutral and other polarities also
exist among the top 20% words finally selected as sentiment
words but they have very high weighted values or correspond to
higher word groups with very high frequencies in documents.
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from a total of three media, that is, blogs, Twitter, and portal
news. Opinion mining analyses were conducted with the collected
unstructured data after dividing the ranges of analysis by medium
to calculate yearly reputation values and finally, the reputation
values were summed up by organization to calculate resultant
values.

4.1. Blog Reputation Analysis in Reputation to Making
S/W Education Mandatory
In the case of blog reputation analysis, negative reputation values
were identified to have increased remarkably because blogs are
close to private spaces where personal emotions or opinions are
freely expressed in contrast to portal news that belong to mass
media from the objective viewpoint of the public. Consequently,
whereas sentiment word data from portal news showed relatively
more positive reputation values, sentiment word data from blogs
showed more negative reputation values.

Fig. 2: Opinion analysis model

3.5. Sentiment Word Tagging & Opinion Mining Analysis
Sentiment word tagging classifies the words into positive, negative, neutral, and other ones. Sentences recorded in one document
are compared with the sentiment dictionary data to calculate the
frequencies of positive and negative words and the resulting reputation data are classified into individual categories and stored as
monthly data. An example of the frequencies and types of sentiment words derived from the document is shown in Fig. 3. Time
series analysis was conducted using the stored reputation data.

Fig. 4: Blog reputation analysis in relation to policies to make s/w education mandatory by organization

4.2. Twitter Reputation to Making S/W Education
Mandatory

Fig. 3: Example of sentiment word tagging & derivation of frequencies

4. Experimental Result
In this study, “making software education mandatory” was set as a
core search keyword, a search period was set as January 1, 2014
through September 30, 2015, and unstructured data provided by
the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning and the related organization the Korea Foundation
for the Advancement of Science and Creativity were collected

In the case of Twitter reputation analysis, the ratio of negative
reputations was shown to be high in 2014 because exposure on
online media related to making software education mandatory
began before 2013 but the ratio of positive reactions was shown to
have increased drastically from December 2014. Although the
amount of data was shown to be small when swearing words,
slangs, and abbreviations among Korean words were excluded in
the process of filtering of words, when all of swearing words,
slangs, and abbreviations were included, the frequencies of contents close to negative words were shown to be high. Therefore, it
can be said that the ratio of negative views is high in fact and because reputation analysis values were calculated when the respondents’ Twitter accounts were exposed because of the nature
of Twitter, which is one of social media, the results can be interpreted as indicating that the values of positive reputations were
shown to be relatively higher as the date of full-scale enforcement
of “mandatory software education” became closer from the position of those who directly receive the benefits of “mandatory
software education.”
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in portal news articles as the year 2018, which is the year of fullscale introduction of software education, became closer. On interpreting this numerically, it can be seen that positive reputation
values were predominant until the end of 2014, but negative reputation values began to increase again from 2015. This can be interpreted as the result of the side effects such as the high cost of
private education appeared due to the uncertainty of software education.

4.4. Opinion Mining Analysis Result Including Reputation Analysis Values of All Item by Organization

Fig. 5: Twitter reputation analysis in relation to policies to make s/w education mandatory by organization

According to the results of opinion mining analyses conducted
including reputation analysis values for all items, that is, blogs,
Twitter, and portal news by organization, in the case of the Ministry of Education with the largest amount of collected data, negative reputations against the agenda “making software education
mandatory” were shown to be at least two times larger in number
than positive reputations and in the case of the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, negative
reputations were also predominant over positive reputations. Finally, in the case of the Korea Foundation for the Advancement of
Science and Creativity, interestingly, the resultant values were
derived so that positive reputations are overwhelmingly predominant over negative reputations.

4.3. Portal News Reputation Analysis in Relation to
Making S/W Education Mandatory
With regard to portal news reputation analysis, in the case of the
portal news contributions retrieved with the core keyword "making software education mandatory", the media reputations of the
government’s education policy agendas was shown to indicate
positive resultant values in most cases.

Fig. 7: Results of opinion mining including reputation analysis values for
all items by organization

Fig. 6: Portal news reputation analysis in relation to policies to make s/w
education mandatory by organization

Among the reasons why the ratios of negative reputations of the
Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, which are government organizations, were identified to be relatively high, the distrust of the public in the current
educational policies that are frequently changed according to the
trend of reputations presented by the press without consistency
can be interpreted to be a fundamental reason and the public’s
concern about increases in private education expenses of households due to the addition of mandatory education can be interpreted to be an additional reason. On the contrary, in the case of the
Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science and Creativity,
which is a related organization in relation to education, since the
nature of this organization is close to that of pure academic research organizations not related to the establishment of government’s education policies, software education related academic
research activities or the expression of positions in online media
participated by the Korea Foundation for the Advancement of
Science and Creativity can be interpreted to be more positively
accepted from the position of the public in Korea.

5. Conclusion
However, because of the structural problem that the contributions
of the professional commentators employed by the press, which
are mass media, cannot but lack objectivity to some extent, in the
process of opinion mining analysis in this study, not so much
weight was given to the resultant values of portal news reputation
analysis. In the process of calculating the reputation analysis values, the frequency of the search keyword gradually increased from
January 2014, and the negative reputation values began to appear

Exiting utilization of big data for education was a way to derive
implications through the analysis of mutual relations between
diverse variables such as the way to use the big data for learning,
related data inquiry, and frequency relationships. However, such
fragmentary and uniform analysis models have limitations in analyzing performance factors for the setting of education policy
agendas and suggesting guidelines for mid/long-term road map
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establishment. Thus far, the analysis techniques for education
policies enabled the related analyses only when the policy agendas
were presented in advance and accordingly, education policies
have been promoted through subjective keywords. Therefore, if
the opinion mining analysis data for derivation of effective education policy agendas for software education presented in this study
are utilized in the establishment of policy agendas, the extensive
and huge unstructured data on online media can be managed and
analyzed and the range of errors in the resultant values from numerical big data analysis can be minimized so that improvement in
accuracy and reliability can be expected. In addition, thanks to the
derivation of policy agendas based on the scientific logic as such,
it is expected that the necessity of the construction of Korean style
software education programs suitable for circumstances will be
recognized and a momentum to greatly contribute to the fostering
of creative and convergent talents equipped with international
competitiveness indispensable in the age of the fourth industrial
revolution can be prepared. When seen from the technical aspect,
the data are expected to be a good guide in the foreign fields of
research into the aspects of modern unstructured data and methods
to analyze and manage the data thereby being quite helpful for
academic technology development in Korea.
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